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Marilyn Alexander

Jerry Addington

Jim Hemphili

"A normal distribution.;..
ridiculous"

"Parking would be one of the
major concerns"

"Less than ethnic promotion"

Lobo reporter Mark Sanchez
with one interested Student
Union patron. He said a little
easier on the dogs around the
Union would be nice.

Lobo Query

What Election?

The UNM Senate Election Is Real!

Election? What election?
Indifference is once again marking the ASUNM
Senate elections ••. a random Lobo survey of 35
students shows more than half of that number
·have no idea what the issues of the campaign even
are.
Of the issues raised by those querie~ the
library, parking and ethnic minority groups seem
to be the major concerns on campus.
Many have not yet decided if they are going to
cast their vote ... with the election scheduled
Thursday and Friday.
More students talked about the election of
minority group members than any other subject.
Greeks & Chicanos
"Personally, in many cases candid~tes don't
represent the students. As far as this election is
concerned, the Greeks seem well represented and
the Chicanos do too," said Mike Swetnam, a
pre-law student.
Richard Vigil, a business student, thinks the
most important issue is the "funding of minority
groups." When asked why, Vigil answered
laughingly, "Because I am in a minority
group ... but we are not actually the minority
group. We are definitely the majority."
Jim Hemphill, a chemical engineering student,
advocates, "more ideas-less ethnic promotion."
"The most important issue," said John
Chapella, a senior active in the Native American
Studies Center, "for me would have to be the
Native American Studies. There are only 200
Indians on campus and considering that
Albuquerque is surrounded by reservations that's

not very good. I think that ASUNM ought to do
its part in helping this program."
Zimmerman
The library was mentioned by most students
als.o, although not many students knew what they
wanted the Senate to do about the situation. The
parking problem was viewed the same way by
those polled.
Other students had their pet issues:
Roberta Beyer, a junior majoring in business,
vvill probably not vote unless she felt like taking
the time. Beyer advocates a "scouring of the
college" of students who were not college
material and teachers who are not teaching.
"Although students should express themselves,
guidance of study should be very structured," she
said.
·
David Jones, a sophomore in the BUS program,
feels pre-registration should be· better organized
because "people sending in requests just before
deadline don't. get classes."
'A Mockery of a Travesty'
Jack Gauthier, a senior in Arts and Sciences,
thinks the major issue is doing away with student
government since it "is a mockery of a travesty."
Athletic funding is the most important issue
according to Max Garcia, a freshman in University
College. He believes an optional athletic fee
should be initiated.
Schuyler Anderson, a sophomore, feels

More Work
"One of the things the
agreement implies is that
Tomasson has to do mote
work-but apparently he doesn't
seem to mind1" Springer said.
"I think they all came into this
wanting to work it all out-1 think
it is important that their students
come out on top," Springer said,
Much of the conflict came from
the issue of grading in itself. There
is also stirrings from the English
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~nonntl\' di~wibution i.&

a ridiculous way of grading."
"I think the candidate I would vote for would
have to be more for the student. Most of the
present senators aren't heard much from," said
Gary Martin, a junior art major.
Janet Theis, a freshman majoring in elementary
education, feels the ramps for disabled students
and other aids for their benefit should be
considered.
Level-Headed
"It would be desirable," said Sandy Rice, a
sophomore in nursing and secondary education,
"to have the crafts area expanded. I'm m.ostly
looking for a Ievel~headed candidate."
Mary Jane Auten, a sophomore elementary
education- major, has a different viewpoint.
"Frankly, I think it's a lot of repitition. A lot of
the candidates give promises and promises and I
never see any end results. I would like them to try
to keep transienLs out of the Union.''
"There should be better student activities. For
instance, the groups brought here have been
(Please turn to page 5)
.

Reinstat~ment Doesn't Mean Rehiring Next s~mester
the reinstated GA's is the
concession that they will grade
questions on a base of 0 to 100,
Tomasson will have the right to
review the exams and assign the
effective grade after a conference
with the GA's involved and the
GA's will be paid for the time
missed as a result of their
dismissal.

(101 students) learning. A

.
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TA's Face Possible Spring Oust
Although the three GA's fired
in the sociology department have
been reinstated, there is no
guarantee they will be rehired for
the spring semester. Their
contracts are only for one
semester, and with 36 graduate
students in the department there
are sufficient numbers who are
probably willing to be hired.
Richard Tomasson is the only
instructor i11 the department who
can hire GA's.
HisChoice
"It is his choite," said George
Springer, dean of the graduate
school, "to hire them. There is no
presumption in the contract for
rehiring. It is primarily based on a
person's ability to teach and to do
the job well. The need of the
graduate student (for a job) is
.
secondary,'' Springer said.
Under the agreement signed by

relevancy should be placed "toward the academic
side. Why endure the same old courses if it's pure
trash?''
Marilyn Alexander, a sophomore majoring in
psychology, thinks grading is a major issue, "I
., think more emphasis should be made on their

and education departments on the
topic. "In one education course
they reached the conclusion, after
some discussion that grading is
evil/' Springer said.
Next semester, the Sociology
101 course "may not be taught in
the same way it was this
semester," Springer said.
The final exam for Sociology
101, said Tomasson, will be a
multiple choice quiz. He would
make no further comments.
"I would like to commend,"
Springer said, "all parties for their
willingness to discuss their
difterences calmly and in private
and their laudable interest in
resolving the conflict for the sake
of the undergraduates in the
course."
·
Springet was out of the city
during much of the discussion,

Voters: Go to LaPosada, 1i
Union, Heady's Garage
Po 11 in g places for thee
A S U N M S e n a t e election
Thursday 'and Friday havf! been
announced by Election's Commission Chairman Mike Mer.

r1ll.

Voting will be held from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Union
ballroom on Thursday and
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday in the Union ballroom, La
Posada dining hall and President Ferrel Heady's garage at
1901 Roma NE.
The election was postponed
:from last month whert candi·
dates Louis Duncan and Charlies Jones contested bejng
dropped from the ballot. Both
were later reinstated along
with Fred Basil-'rorres.
The election is being held to
fill 10 senate seats. There are
36 cartdidates.
Running as the Chicatto slate
are: James Chavez, Atanacio

Maldonado, Juan Quintana, Lee
Vargas, Bernadette Chavez,
Manuel Sandoval, Sandra Jara·
millo and Ernesto Gomez.
Also running together al'e
Regis Clauschee and Jerry Cordova.
Other candidates are Michael
Bartholf, Chris Betts, Jerry
Buckner, Thomas Caldwell,
Mark Chidichimo, Pattick Gallagher, John Koogler, Chtis
Lackmann, John Menicucci, Jay
Dee Prannenstiel, Steven Rospo'po, John McSorley, Donald
Vigil and Charlie Jones.
Also running are Fred BasilTorres, Jerry Cordova, Louis
Duncan, John Frank, Mark
Hansen, Allan Hisey, David
Mains, Cecilia Martinez, Mary
Beth Martinez, Robert Ortega,
C h a rl e s P i n e d a, Kathryn
Rehm, Eldward Lee Vargas
and Jan Welsh.

Interfering With Fireman

Kent State Student, Jerry Rupe, C·onvicted
Pressure Potential Doubtful
A random poll of University students conducted yesterday by The Lobo yielded some
dispiritingly similar answers to questions
about the upcoming ASUNM elections. Few
students were very interested in the elections, or were able to articulate definite concern about campus issues.
We have often been critical of Senate actions and attitudes, it is still the most comprehensive body of student opinion on campus, and a tool that could be used effectively
to develop a meaningful student voice if
creatively used.
The pressure of an expended student role
rarely comes from the Senate itself, but

pressure brought to bear on the Senate. And
yesterday's poll results, while far f~·om
definitive, indicate very little potential for
pressure on the Senate exists.
Any legislator is a creature of pressure.
Bills brought to him by students must be introduced and pursued by him, student opinion must be aired at Senate if a request for
a hearing is made.
The student electorate, as well making a
last minute examination of the candidates'
qualifications and voting this week, must
follow through with the interest and pressure to make Senate meaningful.

I

Ex Cathedra
By Tim

Hunter

Following recent columns I have received a considerable
amount of criticism from friends. I have been told that I give
the impression of a racist, of a fascist, of an extreme dogmatist and of a know-it-all. Please everybody, the answers
are (a) no, (b) no, (c) no and (d) I hope not.
To redeem myself I intend to write about an issue which
is not a matter of subjective view-point and not dogmatic.
What I would like to show is that the television networks
were biased in coverage of the 1968 elections and that this
bias was in favor of anti-conservatives. I refer as a source
to the new book by Edith Efron, "T.V. Guide" employee, entitled The News Twisters (Los Angeles, Nash, $7.95).
Efron's method was to tape all prime-time news programs
on ABC, NBC, and CBS from September 16 to November 4
during the 1968 elections. She compiled about 100,000 words
per network and then began to count them.
All words spoken by the candidates were indexed as ''pro"
the speaking candidate. In this category the coverage 'Yas
almost equal.

Large Imbalance
In the case of the network analysts, editorialists, reporters
and public personalities, a large imbalance appeared. On
CBS the "for" Nixon tally was 320 to 5300 "against"; on
ABC "pro" 869 to 7,493 "against"; on NBC it was 431"for"
Nixon to 4,234 "against".
The opposition candidate, Humphrey, received 2388 "fors"
to 2083 "against" on CBS; on ABC he netted 4218 "fors" to
3569 "antis"; on NBC it was 1852 "fors" to 2655 "againsts".
It appears that NBC was unhappy with both candidates.
During the election the Democrat President, Johnson, sud"Great news from tile Senate! $20.4 millio11 for every major-party nominee in the '72 denly ordered a bombing-halt in Vietnam. The move see~ed
campaigll-and for you, tlte taxpayer, llineteen bucks tax cut!" ·
to be an effort to improve the position of candidate Humphrey over that of Nixon by attempting to placate the
"dove" ami 'peace" element, which had been cool to
DOWN?~?
THE WAR'
Humphrey.
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Tires Slashed
I recently attended the Grateful
Dead concert held at the Civic
Auditorium on Nov. 17. As a
member of that audience at that
function and as a taxpaying
citizen o£ Albuquerque, I would
like lo lodge a com!Jlaint about
the security at the concert. As
you may have noticed, if you
ventured into the parking lot after
that event, the tires on over fifty
vans and busses in the lot had
been slashed, 1 discovered X·acto
knife blades in two of the tires of
my own bus.
Apparently, whoever was
resiJOnsib!c for deployment of the
security forces at the concert was
so concerned about the possibility
of 11 disturbance of some sort
inside the auditorium that they
failed to IJrovide protection for
the !Jarking lot.
The damage was so widespread

Page2

and time consuming that one
must conclude either that there
was 110 !Jolice patrolling of the
parking lot or that the forces of
the law were standing idly by.
Because only busses and vans were
vandalized, one may speculate
that this destruction was the work
of some "anti·hippie" group
rather than concert goers.
That this could hap!Jen in the
first place is deplorable. Police
inability to protect the property
of youth is hardly something that
will increase respect for the
police. In addition, vandalism of
their means of transportation
represents a major financial loss to
many of those van owners.
I myself am a medical student
at UNM; slashing of two brand
new tires on my VW bus
represents a major financial
hardship for me. I would think
that the Civic Attditorium

management would be foresighted
enough to have insurance on
vehicles parked on the premises
while the owner participated in a
subcontract of use-that is to say
attendance-of a function at the
Civic. If this is true, I would
appreciate prompt adjustment of
this matter.
In any case, it was clear from
early on that the crowd at the
Dead concert was not in the least
bit interested in violence. That
should have been clear to anyone
familiar with crowd control, In
light of that situation, failure to
protect the vehicles in the parking
lot represents a major ertor in
judgment on the part of the
auditorium management, Crystal
Leir, or whoever was in charge of
the police, and served only to
further diminish what reapect for
the law that youth may have.
Jeffrey S. Harris

Tabulation
The tabulation on this highly relevant issue shows significant imbalance. CBS, 407 'for" to 36 "against"; NBC, 814
"for" to 147 "against"; ABC, 904 "for" to 165 'against".
Efron evaluates 10 related isues of the election and finds a
consistent bias against conservative viewpoints. On the issue
of the war in Vietnam, Efron found that the leftist position
was presented with an almost Orwellian "crude drumbeat of
sychronized opinion." On black militants, those who opposed
them were shown as "violent; as racist advocates of law and
order; as rude; as stupid; as the cause of unrest." The
militants, however, appeared as glamorized figures who were
"justified" by social conditions. The ultra-left in general was
"portrayed as harmless, friendly, idealistic, funny, young,
restless and trustworthy."
Misrepresentation Methods
The Efl'Dn book discussed methods of misrep1·esentation.
There was the newsman who ~·eported on the ''buried and unconscious psychology" of a crowd of 500,000 persons. Other
reporters repeatedly quoted "un-mimed sources," a questionable practice to say the least. There were numerous other
techniques of misrepresentation, in addition.
That the networks tended to support the "left" position
and discount the conservative is evident. Yet the fact was
that there were any number of persons who could have intelligently presented an alternative point of view. Still the
networks made ineffectual efforts to present balanced
coverage.
Slanted Opinion
Efron concluded, "the networks actively opposed the Republican candidate, actively favored the Democratic candidate; actively evaded the issuee of violent radicals, and actively-slanted their opinion coverag-e in favor of the black
militants and against the white middle-cia ss; actively slanted
their opinion against U.S. policy on the Vietnam war."
Finally. I would like to recall the confrontation of the president of CBS with the U.S. House of Representatives. Frank
Stanton re!used j:o answer auestions re2'arding his network
on the dubious grounds that such questions were violations
of "freedom of the r>ress" and "freedom of inquiry." Freedom of inquiry on CBS was an unknown. In fact, fairness in
news-coverage is hardly known as the networks make it
virtually impossible.
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RAVENNA, Ohio (UPI)-Jerry
Rupe, 23, first of 25 persons to be
tried in the Kent State University
disordoro elimuxod by the death
of four students, was convicted
Tuesday of intedering with a
fireman at the scene of a campus
fire,
Ru
h
tt d d K t
St t pe, w ~ nevder ~It eb e . en
f a ~~h~as oun dgt Y Y a JUr~
o et~ men an . our women ?
~he smgle charge. The panel satd
1t
th could
th not
h reach agreement
· t R · on
upee o er c ar~es agams
first degree r1ot, assault on a
fireman and setting fire to the
· .
'
campus ROTC bmldmg.
The jury deliberated 8 hours
and 15 minutes before finding
Rupe guilty on the one. count..

Prosecutor James Primm said a
decision would be made later on
whether Rupe should be retried on
the other three charges.
Rupe could rer:eive a tine of $50
to $500 or 30 days to six months
in jail, or a combination of both,
on the charge of intedering with
a fire.man.
Defense Attorney James Hogle
Jr. said he looked on the Portage
County Jury's decision "as a tremendous victory.'' The jury began
d e J'b
1 erat'.mg the ca s e a t 11 a .m.
Monday after hearing a 46-minute
·
.
charge by Judge Edw1n Jones.
Rupe, a self-styled sandal
maker, testified in his own behalf
and admitted joining a crowd on
May 3, 1970, in dragging a fire- ·
hose from the burning ROTC

building. He denied the other
three !lharges.
Two days later the four Kent
State students were shot to
death by Ohio National Guardsmen during a campus anti-war
demonstration.
Charges against a second defendant, Peter C. Bliek, 23, of
Rochester, N.Y., were dropped after four prosecution witnesses tes-

tified they could not positively cution asked that the charges
identify him as one of those who against him be dropped.
had stari\!d LitH fire iu U;., TIOTC
L ;, ;cd .t<>!l b.,., '··;.,nnnt, T~ulr l
building, which eventually burned Jones removed himself from heardown.
ing 10 of the cases after attorney
Bliek was tried in the adjoining David Scribner filed an affidavit
courtroom of Judge Albert L. with the Ohio Sunreme Court,
Cari11 on charges of first degree charging Jones should be disqualiriot 'and arson. Judge Caris or- tied because he was "biased and
dered Bliek, a former Kent State not objective." Scribner represtudent, set free after the prose- sents the 10 defendant~.

---~---'·=-----------:.._

_______________________,

ISRAD Conducts Search
For A 'Qualified' Director
and na tiona! levels," he said.
Other desirable attributes outlined in the communique are a
doctorate or a combination of academic work and experience ap- •
tor.
Sanford Cohen, Chairman of the proximate thereto, understanding
Executive Committee, in a com- of research processes, teaching,
munique dated NovembE>r 18, said, research or administrative ex"We need a director who by vir- perience at the university level,
tue of his scholarly attainments and knowledge of and experience
and academic achievments can with foundations and agencies
work well with the academic com- which support research and action
munity.''
programs.
"The director also needs the adOther qualifications include high
ministrative skill necessary for level managerial experience, an
internal management of the In- awareness of the political destitute, and one who can deal pro- mansions of research activities,
ductively with funding agencies, and the capacity to respond and
and with community groups and work with minority groups in
organizations at the local, state, their communities.
The Executive Committee of the
Institute for Social Research and
Deevlopment (ISRAD) is conducting a search for a qualified direc-

TODAY and TOIVIORRO\N

-BALFOUR·
Class Ring: Samples- Displays- Fittings
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Agnew Asks 'Cooperation'
,j

HONOLULU (UPI)-Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew called
Tuesday for a "new spirit of
cooperation" among government
officials at all levels to solve the
problems facing the nation's
cities.
"The time for jealousy, rivalry
and buck passing between separate
jurisdictions and levels of
government has all passed,"
Agnew told the 48th annual
convention of the national league
of cities.
He urged passage of President
Nixon's federal revenue-sharing
plan as "critical to the
strengthening of the federal
system."
Addressing 2,500 mayors,
councilmen and other municipal
officials, Agnew said the cities'
problems "will never be solved as
long as the mayor has to go to
Washington-or to the state
capital-with cup in hand like a
mendicant on the street begging
for a handout to help him through
another day.
"No one will convince me,
based on the existing record, that
mayors 3re not better qualified
than non-elected neighborhood
activists to supervise and control"
planning and implementation, he
said.
Agnew called Nixon's
revenue·sharing plan "a program
conceived by the best bipartisan

I

talent of all levels of government,
supported by just about everyone
except a highhanded clique of
powerful congressmen
temporarily around on the shoals
of militant intransigent political

;

NEIL DIAMOND

*

ambition.u

It was an obvious reference to
Rep. Wilbur D. Mills (D·Ark.),
who has tied up the
administration's revenue sharing
bill in the House Ways and Means
Committee and· is drafting a
substitute.

*

Friday, Nov. 3
Johnson Gym
8:00 p.m.

r.,.. .~:~:::~~Save money and Hassle

Try

Sands General Store
and

The Market Place
Old Books, Candles, Crafts

at
Genestown

~

L

6301 N. Edith
A Moderately Strange
Place
Open ~-5

. Reserved Seating
4.50, 5.00, 5.50
Students
4.00, 4.50, 5.00
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Student Discount
at
U Arena and SUB
Ticket Booth
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HOLIDAY TRAVEL PLANS?
-ChristmasDon't wait too late .•.• Call our travel specialists today to
plan a happy holiday trip to visit loved ones or to get away
for relaxation.

also at
Basket Shop
(Coronado)
Reidlings
E~change a Tape
(Santa Fe) I

No charge for
our services

All details
handled

-Friendly personalized service-

IMPERIAL TRAVEL SERVICE UNLIMITED
..• "For the Discriminating Traveler"

Business or Pleasure
Travel call

FREE
TICKET
DELIVERY

•

rn person

294-1479
2329 WISCONSIN NE

~Block

north of
Hoffmantown
shoppihg
center

8
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NM Teachers Participate
In Bicultural Instruction

Mark Chidichimo

Louis Duncan
Charlie ones
Due to a technical error Mark Chidi~
chimo's picture was left off his campaign
statement and the pictures of Louis
Duncan and Charlie Jones were placed
over the wrong statements,

Lobo Goof

Nixon, Trudeau Meet in Capitol
First of Nixon's Visits Planned with Allied Leaders
WASHINGTON (UPI)-President Nb:on and the Canadian
Prime Minister Pierre E. Trudeau
will meet at the White House Dec.
6 to inaugurate Nixon's series of
summit sessions with allied leaders prior to his trips to Peking
and Moscow.
In a simultaneous announce-

9:00 AM-7:00 PM
Prescriptions fi fled
Sunglasses
Repair Service
Skilled Frame
Fitting
Master Charge &
BankAmericard

CASEY OPTICAL
next to Casey's Rexall Drug
4312 Lomas NE 255-6329

ment with Ottawa, Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said Trudeau will confer in the afternoon
with Nixon in the oval oftke on
his one day visit to Washington,
In the evening, the President will
host a small working dinner in
honor of Tt·udeau, Ziegler said.
The Canadian Prime Minister's

Big Mouth
Drinking Mugs

MICKEYs
Malt Liquor

;~~!ut~ !:vii~ <fre~i~~~;~ )~~de~
befoxe going to Moscow and Peking. It does not affect the president's
intention previously
to visit announced
Canada this
spring.
·
The meeting with Trudeau is the
fifth that the White House l1as
set
Allied
leaders.but
It was
the up
lastwith
to JJe
announced
will
be the first on the schedule.
Secretary of State William P.
Rogers, Treaaury Secretary John
B.
Connally
andKissinger
Presidential
Ad~
visor
Henry A.
will par.
ticipate in all the meetings.
, _ _:__...,...,__ _ _....,!!!!!!!eo-;:
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Stout

Hand Blotk Prinlmg

WHY THE UNITED NATIONS?
Recent attacks have raised the question.
Let us remember how the UN has helped.
I, Help for stoNing children In undttr-developed countries thraush

Heallh, UNESCO, UNICEF.

'

lntertlafional Refugt» Agency, World

2. A stort toward International democracy and concl!Jation. (U.S. contribution to total UN cosl~ is less
titan 50¢ per citizen per year.)

THE UN NEEDS YOUR HELP NOW.
1. Please write your Congressman and Senators now urging continued support for the

UN.

2. Offer your help by joining the local chapter of the United Nations Association (includes national membership and magazine}. Send $10 to UNA-c/o UN Christmas
Gift Shop, Old Town-Albuquerque, New Mexico.
3. Plan to attend the HUMAN RIGHTS DINNER and discussion panel ($1.50 per persanEnchilades} at Newman Center-UNM, Saturday, December 11, 6 p.m. For reserve·
tions phone 256-0089.

THE GENERAL HONORS PROGRAM
THE UNDERGRADUATE SElVIINAR PROGRAM

IMPORTANT--unqent
vVill all students who have pre-registered for Undergraduate

50 teachers in four northern New Mexico school districts
are participating in a bilingual, bicultural training prog1·am
operated for the districts by the UNM College of Education,
A goal of the program is to train teachers so they will be
able to furnish instruction both in English and Spanish.
Mixed Culture
A second goal is to develop curriculum materials which
reflect the state's mix~d cultute. Dolores Gon~ales, who is
· director of the project for UNM, says each of the four eommunities probably will adapt a basic curriculum model developed by UNM to the individual community.
The training is patterned aftel' a cooperative program between UNM and the Albuquerque Public Schools. Largely
because of the emphasis on developing a bicultural curriculum, the UNM-APS project is considered by the U.S. Office
of Education to be a model for such programs.
School districts involved are Santa Fe, Taos, Espanola and
Las Vegas. They finance the training with grants under
Title VII of the Elementary Education Act.
Four Phases
Over a period of time, teachers in the program go through
four phases of training: an awareness period, during which
they find out what bilingual education is and what their role
is in it; an exploratory phase, during which they try out
materials and techniques, then discuss and evaluate them;
a consolidation phase, durin.,.
"" which they prepare a program
for teaching in a bilingual school; and a final phase during
which, through peer teaching, they provide in-service train~
ing for other teachers.
The 50 teachers, who meet twice a month in Espanola
for their training, are in the first two phases.
Bilingual directors
The training is a cooperative operation between UNM
and the districts. Before a training session, bilingual directors meet with the UNM staff to plan the training, then
participate in it.
The bilingual directors are Ben Salizar, Espanola; Mariano
Romero, Santa Fe; Francis Quintana, Taos; and Pita .Taramillo, Las Vegas.

Another My Lai Case Goes
Before Jury, Henderson Waits
FT. MEADE (UPI)-The could receive a maximum of three
defense rested its case Tuesday in years and three months at hard
the three-month old trial of Col. labor, forfeiture of pay and
Oran K. Henderson on charges he dismissal from the Army.
tried to cover up the 1968
The court martial began Aug,
massacre of South Vietnamese 23 and the government presented
civilians at My Lai.
62 witnesses and more than 1,000
Henderson's civilian attorney, pages of documentary evidence,
Henry B. Rothblatt concluded the finishing its presentation Oct, 20.
defense by reading and presenting After a two week recess the
to the jury sworn statements fEom defense then opened 1ts case.
10 general officers and eight other
Before the defense rested, the
military associates o£ the Colonel judge allowed lawyers to reveal to
attesting to Henderson's good the jury that Henderson took a lie
character and reputation for detector test during the period
honesty as a military man.
when he was under investigatiou.
The defense presented 41
Wondolowski admitted into
witnesses, including the 51·year evidence part of a written
old former brigade commander statement endorsed by Henderson
who completed his te$timony for submission to a polygraph
Tuesday following 2% days of operator before actually taking
cross-examination.
the lie test.
There was no immediate
At the same time, Ute judge
indication of when the ruled that the defense could show
prosecution would rest its tase, that the statement was made
but it appeared this would not
under those circumstances, but
come before Wednesday.
could make n() mention of the
Once both sides have rested, results of the lie test.
there will he arguments on Judge
Peter S. Wondolowski 's
KUNM is a radio station1
instructions to the jury of two
gtmerals and five colonels.
This would likely take no more
New Mexico Lobo
than two or three days and it
Vol. 75
No. 66
appeared possible the case could
go to the jury sometime next
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
week.
Albuquerque, N.M:., 8710S
Henderson commanded an
Editorial Phone (505) 277~
American division infantry
4102, 277-4202
brigade which sent U.S. troops
The N""' Mexico Lobo is ~:>nblished
sweeping through the village of
daily every regU!IU' week ot the Uni·
My Lai on. March 16, 1968,
Versity Y~tll' by the nonrd o£ Student
.Publi~ations o£ the As~oeinted Stnd~nt.a
leaving over 100 civilian dead,
o£ th~ Univ~raity or New Mexico, and ia
most of them women, children,
not Jlnancinlly "'-""MiMed with UN:l\1,
Second class lJO~tage 1>aid at Albuquer•
and older men.
que, New Mexico, 87106. Snbserilltion
Henderson is charged with
rate is $1 ro~ tht! academic )'e:tr.
The opinions expressed on the edidereliction of duty in failing to
torial pages of The Lobo a~e thos~ ot
investigate complaints of
the author sol•!y. UMign(!d, o)JiniOII is
that ot the editorial ooard ot The Lob<>.
atrocities and of not adequately
Nothilllt I)(>Cessarily rot>rroents the vieW$
reporting his findings to superiors.
ot the AssociMt•l Students or the Ulli•
Versity or New MexieiJ.
lf convicted on all counts, he

Shake

the blues.

Senior Program courses or General Honors courses please call

the Honors Center (ext. 2201) or come to the office immediately.
2300 Central SE
(across from Popejoy Hall)
Page4

Memoirs of a Thanksgiving Dinner
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disappointing," said Leslie Waddy, a junior
majoring in journalism. 11 They bring too many
groups like Three Dog Night and the Guess Who."
Reasons for voting (or not voting) are widely
varied and almost imaginative:
"I'll vote because I know one dude/' said an
English major.
"I don't think so. I've got tests and I'm going
to be really studying, said another.
Strangely enough, the Lobo did discover the
one interesting fact during the interview-almost
half those approached in the Union are
non-students.
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cntnm fr:1m~ng
ready made frames
low prices

0 complete selection of
art supplies
e 15% off to students
& professors
all kinds of original Chinese hand
paintings-scrolls-screens-wallpaper Mon.-Fri. g:oo-5:30

e
e

DID YOU KNOW?
AFROTC Cadets are flown in
Air Force aircraft to various
Air Forle jnstallations for mis·
sile and aircraft orientations.

Sat. 10:oo-5:30
Imports direct from China
Sun. 12 :oo-5:3o
9649 Menaul NE-Eubank at Menaul

:• ~
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0.5% at rated output
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The quality
that lasts.

•

The QR·4500 renders optimum results with
every kind of music-from piano solos to full
orchestral performances to rock to jazz-by the
simple turn of the 4·pasition Synthesizer deco·
der Selector.
Not only does the 4•Chatlnel Synthesizer
Decoder convert your ordinary 2·channel stereo
records and tapes~as well as ~M multiplex
stereo broadcasts-into four channels, but,
working in the capacity of a 4·channel decoder,
it restores any 2·channel program sources
encoded from four channels by a 14·channel
encoder back to their original 4·channel form.
Thll QR·4500 is equipped with recording and
playoack terminals for a 4·channel tape deck,
plus 4·channer AUX terminals. So you're ready
for the reproduction of any discrete 4·channel
program sources in the future.
Both the fror'lt and rear preamplifiers and power
ampfifiers can be separated for independent
usage.
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The receiver is also equipped with terminals for
connecting two pairs of speaker systems both
for the front channels and the rear channels.
This lets you switch over between the '2·2' and
·~ront 2-2' System' of speaker positioning, or
install tour speaker systems in each of two dif·
ferent rooms.

Also available 4 models of Quad~adaptors
·~
by Sansui
J ~
Come and see them all
J. ~
*101 Cornell, S.E. (near U.N.M.)

~ ~o~T~,~~~T
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Eat, drink and be merry!
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Mat Outlook Optimistic
By GREG LALIRE
Ron .Tacobsen, UNM wrestling
conch, is optimintic about this
yenr's team, despite the fact a
lack of depth in some positions
may prove a problem for this
season and the future.
The Lobos open their season tomorrow against Northern Arizona
University at Flagstaff, Coach
Jacobsen feels his team is ready
"It won't come too soon for ou~
UNM wrestlers as we have been
working out since the first of
September."
Ten wrestlers are returning
from last year's squad, but the
top two point getters of last season, Dave VanMeveren and Alan
Petersen, have graduated Only
in the 12u and 142 weight ~lasses
are there more than one returning
grappler, so injuries to the experienced wrestlers could cause problems.
"We do lack good depth in
every weight class, so a large
share of our success depends on
how well I do in keeping them
healthy and eligible," said J acobsen. However, this possible
problem has not caused the coach
to loose his optimism, "I knw that
the proper thing tO' do at the
present time is to underplay a
team's strength, but we are well
balanced for the dual meet com-

petition and I think thnt as the
season goes on, we will develop
tournament strength through experience and shuffling men
around.''
Returning at the 118 class is
junior Mike Johnson, who began

showing potential at the end of
last season, said Jacobsen. Three
sophomores will be competing for
the 126 pound spot, at least by
second semester. Transfer Mike
Bodendorfer and Mike Woelk are
two of the contestants. Roy DeVore, who placed second in the
WAC in the 126 class last season,
wi!I be wrestling at 135 pounds
during first semester.
David Romero, a sophomore
from Albuquerque is at the 134
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Steaks
BBQ Ribs
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Henry's Hrive-In
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pound class, but is not eligible
until second se:ri1ester. The remaining returnees are senio1• Bob
Kelly-142 pounds, senior Mike
Liebee--142, senior Fred Paynter
-158 (voted team's most improved wrestler last year), junior
Bruce Davis 190.
Sixteen freshmen are on this
year's squad including eight graduates of A 1 b u q u e r q u e high
schools. However, Ferguson was
disappointed in the recruiting.
"We lost heavily on in-state
wrestlers who had signed national
letters of intent, but found interest in other areas," said the
coach. "This hurt our depth for
future years, and as you know,
I really feel the that key to cur
success lies in our in-state talent.
We lost four state champions who
had signed national letters of intent."

§ports

Callendar

Dec. 1-UNM basketball team
opens 1971·72 season against
Whittier of California; University
Arena, 7:30p.m.
Dec. 2-UNM wrestling team
opens 1971-72 season against
Northern Arizona University; at
Flagstaff
Dec. 3·4-UNM gymnastics
team in Rocky Mountain Open
gymnastics meet; Denver, Colo.
Dec. 3-4-UNM wrestling team
competes in the Arizona
Invitational wrestling meet;
Tucson, Ariz,
Dec, 4-UNM basketball team
hosts arch-rival New Mexico State
Aggies; University Arena, 7:30
p.m.
Dec. 6-UNM basetball team
plays against arch·rival New
Mexico State Aggies; Las Cruces,
7;30

Kistle Ski A.
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Basketball fans in Albuquerque have, in the past, prepared for the beginning of the Lobo Basketball season much
like intense Christians headed for the Holy Wars 1•ather
than the beginning of a 21 game University slate inch1ding
tournaments.
They sponge up basketball copy in this town like starving
men, as any local sportswriter will tell you. They love UNM
basketball, and for good reason; UNM generally wins here.
In the UNM arena, affectionately known as "the Pit" by
sportswriters and opposing teams, the Lobo hoopste1·s have
deciplined their way through nine seasons under Headmaster Bob King, eight of them winning campaigns.
King's 1-3-1 offense and stingy defense have become a
pit trademark. Deliberate ball control offense has set the
style for King and his charges, making the pivot man the
crux of the offense and, since King has been here, forced
him to be the star.
Now, a new element has been added to the game. the
NCAA has instituted a five second ball possession rule. The
new rule eliminates the stall and will force deliberate style
ball teams to open up. The ball handler must pass off-.unloading the ball as quickly as possible and consequently
scoring as quickly as possible.
Those defense aficiendos can kiss low scoring ball games
goodbye. The name of the game now is score.
For UNM it means the NCAA has forced them out of
their style of play. Despite the advertised new speed up in
the Lobo ball game, Coach Bob King is understandably
upset.
For Lobo fans it may mean a more exciting ball game.
The ho-hum offense greeting Lobo zealots for the past two
years could end up being an asterisk in Lobo record books.
Look for more scoring from the outside this year.
Having a dynamite center carry the team is fine, but if
your'e like me a nice 25-footer from the corner is just as
exciting, if not more. Quick passing, the end of that (drat)
stall at the end of the half, will also be a welcome sight.
True, talent and not time have made the tempo of any
ball game but shortening possession length to five seconds
can't hurt.
In any baH game talent makes it. And now talent is being
forced to show its hand in "the Pit."
Edito1·'s Note: I wrote this colunnt Monday before I bad
a chance to read Coach Adolph Rupp of Kentucky's remarl{S
concerning Coach King's statements about the Rules Committee's manipulation. This guy (Rupp) has won the NCAA
Championship four times. He is correct and so am I.
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For the football team, the season has been one of mild
disappointments despite the fine 1·ecord they ended up
compiling.
A crushing defeat in the beginning of the season to Iowa
State, two ties, in a row, to New Mexico State and San Jose
State, a humilation at the hands of Arizona State and
worse than all that, attendance is down.
It started off well. But in the end less than 20,000 fans
showed up for the Wolfpack victories.
Though the disappointments came earlier in the year
(except for last weekend's 28-21 tragedy) the Lobos
showed an unusual amount o:f drive and determination in
(Continued on page 7)

Revv.ing Up For The Convention

Tl1is is a Sports ()olu1nn

Demonstrations Counted On by GOP Officials
Eqitors' Note: This is the
second part of a two part story by
former Lobo reporter Michael
Blake on the upcoming GOP
convention to be held in San
Diego.
MICHAEL BLAKE/ AFS
The prime movers include Dick
Weiss, a Cadillac-driving
millionaire who made his fortune
manufacturing trailer homes;
Leon Nower, a self-styled radical
math professor at San Diego State
College; and Ann Dosher, leader
of a large contingent of street
agencies and church groups,
So far each member has
cancelled the effectiveness of the
other through personal and
professional conflicts. Weiss has
strong ties with the city
government and is generally
disliked but carries clout because
of his ability to corral funding,
Nower has charisma but is
inconsistent politically and
:Oosher has feuded with Weiss over
directions since the Congress was
formed.
Bottling Up Demonstrations
One other shrewd city-inspired
action has been to offer a place
called Festival Island as a campsite
for incoming demonstrators. The
island is located in Mission Bay, a
man-made network of islands and
water close to the Sports Arena,
The plot could probably hold up
to 100,000 people with relative
ease and the city has indicated
that it would be happy to supply
portable johns and even replace
the sandy, scrubby topography
with grass.
In fact the city has bent over
backwards to accomodate
demonstrators but there is cold
method in this mad establishment
turn·about. Festival Island, for
instance, lies only a mile from the
Sports Arena, but it's a long,
tough mile. Between the island
and the arena is a huge tidal
channel, scheduled for dredging
next year which would render it
impassible, That leaves only one
route to the arena; a four-lane
traffic bridge that could easily be
blocked.
Chances are that, once on the
island, no one would be able to
get off, The huge sandbar has one
entrance-a one·lane asphalt road
100 yards long and 60 feet wide.
That road is also the only exit and
a f~w ,Police, cou~d bottle up the
enhre 1sland If so mclined.
Radical Counter Measures
Superficially, it looks like the
coming of the convention has
been handled with precision and
efficiency by its establishment
hosts. But other forces are at
work, too-forces which may well
pttt the lessons of the past
movement history to good use in
an all-out effort to challenge the
ruling party. While "the
movement" drags its feet in other
communities, San Diego's .radical
cells have banded together in what
could prove to be one of the most

exciting and effective
developments in recent political
history.
Tentatively titled the S11turday
Coalition, t.he gro\lp includes a
Women's and Third World Caucus,
representatives of the National
Lawyer's Guild, campus
organizers (primarily San Diego
State and the University of
California, San Diego), area
collectives, all of San Diego's
underground press corps, G,l.
organizing groups and
Non-Violent Action,
Like the police and city
government the Saturday
Coalition's planning has been hard
and .Jast, More than two months
have already been spent in closed
sessions hammering out routine
internal hassles and setting up a
super-sophisticated organizational
structure that will hopefully
culminate in effective and
independent action in August.
The Super Coalition
Already arms of the coalition
have been grown to deal with
every conceivable need: research
on the convention itself, services
for the great influx of people
expected in August, recruitment
of able workers, internal and
external communicating syst&.ms,
action-planning and even internal
security,
Fe;;tival lsland didn't fool
anyone and the Coalition has
decided to study two other sites
as possible encampment areas.
One is huge Balboa Park, an
expansive tract of open rolling
grassland, sprinkled with pleasing
gardens and groves of trees. The
other prominent staging area
being considered is Robb Field,
another open tract that could
probably accommodate almost as
many people as Festival Island,
Of course the questions of
action is a pivotal one that hasn't
been worked out yet but there is
definitely no strong organizational
sentimPnt favoring vioiPnt movPs.
What organizers fear most now
is a takeover by national figures of
organizations-a takeover
conceived in emotion instead of
logical, determined planning. Not
only would this destroy their
work so far, but it would likely
compromise the chances for a
massive, united and graphic show

of strength in San Diego.
Accordingly the Coalition has
tentatively decided to include
various luminaries on a 20
woman·man steering committee
soon to begin, The San Diego
organizers are not provincial
enough to think national
leadership would either follow
their every move or not appear,
and so they are simply inviting
movement celebrities into an
already functioning apparatus to
which they can contribute.
Jerry Rubin said recently that
many organizers headquartered in
the east are planning to involve
themselves in the San Diego
project and some are even
planning to move to the west
coast.
With the GOP Convention eight
months away all of this activity
points to a great upheaval at San
Diego in August, 1972.
Chicago in 1968 changed
history and many of the targets
were vague. Johnson had fallen
from power and national polls
said Nixon was the front·runner.
Still, the movement focused
almost haphazardly on the
Chicago fiasco that granted
culture an equal billing with
politics.
This time the targets are much
clearer, Richard Nixon, Spiro
Agnew, John Mitchell and their
cronies constitute the enemy in
no uncertain terms.
Leonidas Polk. 1806 to 1864.

IJfl Marla, .ttJullclaez
·(Continued from page 6)

picking up the pieces and finishing second in the conference
they may have deserved more from the fans than they got.
Why didn't the fans come to the games? No one can be
sure. But what must be considered is the thinking of Lobo
fans and the competition from TV they faced.
There is no doubt the TV weekend games fought the
Lobo management for spectators every bit of the way. I
know I would consider both the TV games and the Lobo
contest before making a final decision.
Football fans who go to the games fall into a number of
categories; the season ticket holders, who want to get their
money's worth; students looking for cheap thrills and a
quick high ; and the sofa set. The fans who in the final
analysis support the program.
The sofa-set does not buy season tickets. They follow the
Lobos when the Lobos are hot. They represent the part of
the athletic-watching population the Lobos need to draw if
they expect to increase attendance.
Beer drinking, stadium coaches, they sit at home and
measure the pros and cons of going to see the Lobos.
If it's a top ranked team on the team they stay home.
And that ain't turquoise or sandstone, it's called "in the
red."
'
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These are all handsome, hardbound editions of the kind of
"special" books that yor:r friends will want to read and add to
thoir permanent libraries for re·reading many times. We have
hand·picked the list of titles to make certain there is something
for every reading interest.

ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED AT UP TO $75.00

$1

NOW ONLY

TO

5

39.95

All are fresh, new copies and are certain to please tho book
lovers on your Christmas list , •• and you save plentyl Sale is
at Ouivire Bookshop •• , 111 Cornell Or., S.E. Telephone orders
accepted - 266·1788
SORRY NO MAIL ORDERS

'Joreign Car Specialists
~

~h~

333 W\·omin~ Blvd. XE
265·5901
(tree Estimates
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There are so many deilcious reasons
for eating at
besides being easy on your budget•

McDonald's.
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L226 IVORIES. By A. Moskell, 257 lllus. History of
ivory, with many examples of various styles and tach·
niques that make Ivory sculpture an enduring form of
art. 7~..{·' )( 1 o~n.
Pub. at $17.50
Only $7.95
821 . AUOUBON'S ANIMALS, THE IMPERIAL COL·
LECTION, By J.J. Audubon, 150 of the finest
Audubon animal paintings reproduced in Full Color
for the flrot tlmo since 1848. Anecdotal, original text
Is Included, plus occursta, modern natural history In·
formation. 9 x 12.
Orlg, Pub, at $25.00
New, complete ed, Only $6.95
9716 COLLECTOR'S ENCVCLOPEOIA OF BUT·
TONS, By A. Luscomb. 3000 buttons Ill us. SO In Full
Color. Comprehensive information covering all periods,
materials, manufacturers, every other subject of Interest Including clothing, military, eompalgn and all other

.
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VW~Shop
Ski Equipmsnt f/iWornerta Wear

1

STAN DAR

SR-207U

103 W!nrod: Center
296-4821

buttons; Values, bOoks:,

Pub. at $10,00

WITH

2 CABLE

SPEAKERS
4LOCATIONS

s:

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 FOURTH ST., N.W.
CANDELARIA AT EUBANK

Pace&

Mon-Thurs. 10-8
Friday 10-9
Saturday 10-6
NEW liDIOO LOBO

Wednesday, December 1, 1971

1DO's OF BARGAIN TITLES
IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM!
ALSO
PAPER BACKS
NEW & OUT OF PRINT
CURRENT RELEASES
PHOTOGRAPHS
SELECTED NEWS PAPERS
DISTINCTIVE GREETING CARDS

etc~

bnlv $5,95

OUIVIRA BOOK SHOP

2 WAY

'
(

fc;~ Sandwich Shop . :No~~~~ghfgE·~
~
'~~ ~
.1

·-·

DISTINCTIVE
GIFT BOORS

Repair t.: :>!aintcnancc
on ~II forciijn cars

Ovc~ 30

Different
Sandwiches
l1
Mon-Sat
l
11 a.m.-a
Sun a.m..j

111 Cornell Dr., S.E.
Next to the Post Office
Albuquerque, New Me><ico • 266·1788
Telephone Orders Ac~epted
Sorry No Mail Orders

-:.

Arts and Crafts
Free Demonstrations will be
given Wednesday evening, Dec, 1
in Block Printing and Copper
Enameling, The demonstrations
will start at 6 p,m. in the ASUNM
Craft$ area. Learn to print your
own Christmas cards,
Works made in the craft$ area
will be sold daily from 9-5.

CLASSIFIED

Busy Beaver

Computing Science Colloquium
will sponsor a talk on the "Busy
Beaver Pwblem, Another View of
Computability" to be presented
~cdncsday, Dec,~ 1 at 4:30 p.m.
m room 142 of the Computer
Center. Delivering the lecture will
be Joseph Schatz of the Sandia
Laboratories.

ADVERTISiNG

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. lloom
205, afternoons pre!l)rably or mail.
mum ($1.40) per time run. It ad Is to
run five or more conse<:utlve daY!! with
no chamres the rate I$ red11~ed to 6c
C!Maified Advertising
per WC>rd and th'il minimum number of
U:NM P.O. Box 20
wo~ds to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
'l'ERMS: P11yment must be made ill full prior to insertion of advertisement

1) PERSONALS
FREE PUPPY, Setter-Retriever cross.
Very healthy, 8-12 weeks old. 255-0266
or 216 Mesa St. SE 871Q6, 12/7
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pants, jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs 11t Tf{E LEATHER,..
BACK TUE'fLE, 2933 Monte V.ista NE
(behiiJd Triangle
Dar) 12/7
. HOUSE WANTED, 3BR, Assume leMe,
buy, $~70 or lesa, 877-1~58, 12/6
WANTED: FLUTE-WIU PIIY cMh for
good Ptofessional instrument in good
condition, :reasonable, minor repairs accepttld if required; call Fisher 266-2266,
12/G
SUBSTANTIAL BOUN'rY offered for 2 or
more bedroom house near UNM. 242·
4742. 12/6
POETRY WANTED. lLDEWILD PRESS,
1807 E. Olympic, Los Angeles, Ca. 90021.

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: A SMALL PUPPY GERMAN
SHEPl'lERD female with collar. Vicinity
of Sycamore and Lead. 266·2732,

3)

SERVICES

MACRAME' CHRISTMAS GlFTB-Hand·
made J>urses, belts. enrrings, chokers.
Reasonable, 296-8077. 12/'7
'rYPlNG-40c J>er ])age-.266-2489, 12/14
"TERM PAPER A~D THESIS.TYPING,
CALL :MARILEE-298-·5397." 12/7
TYPING, REASONABLE RATE: IDM
Elaetric. 9809 Salem :NE, 296·8349. 12/7
SKILLED BUT CHEAP VW work dC>ne.
818 Arno SE. 12/1
RED HOT LOVERS: RO.MEOB-whercfore art thoU$?" Enter bi~ contest and
win big prize-your petition fairlY signed
by MOST JILTED GIRLS wins electric
blanket and two free best tickets to
Promises, Promlaes. Suhmlt to Box Of~
fice, Popejoy Hall by 4 :00 pm. FridaY
Dec. 3. 12/1
TYPING. REASONAlJLE RATE. 9809
Salem NE, 296-8349. 12/3
WlLI; DO TYPlNG-Term vapers, etc.
Accurate. ~0¢ page-296-4063. 11/80
PROFESSIONALTYPING, 8 years ex·
perience, IDM ele<:tric, 268·7629. 12/6
TUTORING-all subj~ts-all levels. Ex·
pedenced, certified or college teachers.
CERTIFIED 'rUTORING SERVICE 296-8100. 12/7
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding. You or
Wbatever, 24lM51i8. 12/8

4)

FORRENT

ROOMMATE WANTED w snnre apart.
ment with quiet and down-to-earth !c-.
maTe. Over 21 only, Rent very :rew~on~
able. Call 842-6144 evenings only.

5)

FORSALE

DlCYCLE: $12.00. DllBkc:t and lock. 243«
3624. 12/7
CliRlSTMAS GIFTS: Ojo de Dioo (God'a
eye}.
Call Julia at 277·2111!1 877·2116.
12/_7______________________
_
G4 VALIANT, r:ood condition. Must sell.
$201).0(), CaU 282·37li8 a;:.ltcf::.;;;;...;;..6.=----1!J69 DODGE CAMPER VAN {large)
~,...E!._!1700. R42_:-~45~- 12(1.~-

TllE LEATfiERBACK TURTLE •• , )'our
crr:anlc haberdll.Sher hM panta that fit
where othero leave off. Upstairs at 2933
Monte Viatn NE. (Behind Ute Triangle
Dm:). 12/7
c.n. RADIOS-Base and Mobile TRO 2!1
w/Supcr-ltfng Antenna. TRC 24 w/46"
Whip. RcnlisHca 23 Cbs, Pur('based new
l!lG9, Sell both $21i0 or a(!J)arntely. 265-

_40_1~~,,~2:.../3=-----------

5)

FORSALE

WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIAS 1969,
Edition date-$130, New $225.00. Child·
ctaft - lll69 - Never unpnclted, Reg.
$153.00, .$95,00, Cal~_!44-116l, 12/1
CLEAN 1968 VOLVO 122S. AM-FM.
Michelin Radinls. Below book. 2\!8·'7762.
12/6
GMC PICKUP, Good condition, $400. 507
Olvado SE., AI>t_:_A.__
12..:./..;.3_ _ _ __
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equipped .to do most anythin~, $49.\15. CMh or Terms, Open 7
days a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
San Mateo NE.~tf..;.n_.- - - - - - JUST RECEIVED A SHIPMENT of factory clo$eouts. Consists of 150 watt com•
ponent sets with AM-FM multiPles ra·
dios, deluxe Garrard changer, stereo tape
daek and air suspension speaker system,
has jacks for extra speakers, guitar and
head sets. Complete $165.95, United
Freight Sales, 3920 San Mateo NE. CMh
20 percent discount on Tents, backpacks,
sleeping bags, books, food, boats and accessories. Co-op members receive 25 per·
cent discount. Trail Haus, 1031 San
Mat~:e SE.
GIBSON ELECTRIC GUITAR (New).
S-G Standard. Best offer• .Martba-2423031. 12/1
HONDA 350 1970. Excellent condition.
$600.00, eall Jim, 242-1398 or 268~87lili.
1/2
DEAL STUDENT 'rO STUDENT. SAVE
30-50% on Diamond lings, 344-6349. 1/25
KASTLE 20Gs with Marker Bindings
Lange Boots, size 8 1h. Barri)Crafter poles.
Used 1 seMon. Original Cost $285. Sell
for $150, See McDonald at Journalism
205 after 4.
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $3o-$60, 441
Wyoming NE. 255-5987. 12/20
WEIGHTS, 300 lbe., 3 dumbells, barbelL
Heavy offer. 256-9004, 12/1
WEDDING INVITATIONS- Prices are
low in Idaho. 100 custom printed only
$5.95, Send for free catalog and samPles
to Arnold Agency, 206 EMt Main, Rex·
burg-, Idaho 83440.
HOSKIEB-Sllver and whlte unregistered
Siberian puppies. $30, Moore, 266-2675.
12/1
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS &
RECORDS. Brothers Music. 1831 Cen·
tral NW. 242·3746, 12/1
1966 VW, good eonditlon. Nearly new
tires. Rebuilt engine. Ex~:ellent condi·
tion. 247•3689 afte~ 6:00 pm. 12/1
1969 nED FIAT 124 Sports Coup~ood
condition, 29,000 miles - Reasonably
priced, Phone 298-3882. 1/2
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Re~ordlmr.
271-4296. 20/12
CUSTOM MADE BELTS, Purses, leather
gi!ta. The Mind Shaft, 106A Cornell
12/S

6)

EMPLOYMENT

REPORTEUS NEEDED. The Lobo is M•
sembling ita staff .for Semester II. If
inU!rested in writing full or part timtl
for the Lobo, drop by before closed
week. Talk to Casey, J'ohn or Mark.
Salary to be dlacus3ed. Journalism
bldg., Yale nnd Central, ext. 4202, after•
noons. 12/1
GOOD PAY--PART TIME. Gn:."ll- nnd m1.b
see guys nnd gals. Call 208-4503 or 2688163 tor appt. 12/3
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT In Yellowstone
and all U.S. N11tional Parks. Booklet
tella where and how to apply. Send $2.00
to Arnold Agency, 206 East Main, nexburg, Idaho 83440. Moneybnck g\lllrantee.
12/1
"STRAIGHT," resvonslble .::oU!!ge student
as live In maidlltousekeeper for 3 boYl!
ages 12, 9, 8. Tel. 266•2380 alte~ 6 pm.

1970 HONDA CB-360. 4,600 mile!'!, $600.
Call Howard 8~2-81i50 before 6:00. 12/'1
7) i\H5CELLANEOUS
1970 VW CAMPElt-DUS with pop-top, air
cand., Al\1-FM, new tires, still under
FA C T 0 R Y SECONDS HANDMADE.
warranty. Call Howard, 842·8560 !>~!fore
St~neware pottery, candles. LEatbel' good!l
5:01), 12/1
of New Me:dco. Darttain prices, some
thirds. Ample Parking. 1225S 12th St.
1970 SUZUKI, 120 Cat Str~t/Trnll Com·
NW. Hours: 11:00 nm-G:OQ pm, TuesdaY·
bination. Adult Driven-Excl!llent. 298·
Sunday.
l)324. 12/6
1065 VW CAMPER, tadio and beater. Re. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - built engine. Wood JnteriCJr, $1,100. Call
26G-4368.
1
3-BP.EEO DIKE, clotbeg, Ironing board,
trash and treMUrl!9, 2!!8-7110,
'1i!l FORD S1'AT10NWAGON. Good ttan!l·
po~mtion. SlM or bcot offer. 265-'1463,
12/6
GUITAR: Pimontel 001-$!11;. Ari~ Acollll- tic-$60. 2GV·21ill_9 after G. 12/IJ_

Razor s Edge
Sebring
Professional

live In luxury
anti solve the
parking problem.

Hair D

NOW RENTING

MfD-CAMPUS
APARTMENTS
HilS Copper N.E.

193 Voices

The budget and finance committee of GSA will hold hearing on
next semester's budget from 1:30
to 5 p,m. on F:ridp,y and 1:80 to 5
p.m. and 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. on
Monday. Meeting place for the
hearings will be posted on the
door of the GSA office. All groups
wishing to be funded by GSA
must appear at these meetings.

The UNM Chorus, under the
direction of assistant. music
profes$or Eph Ehly 1 will present a
seasonal program in Popejoy Hall
at 8:15p.m., December 3.
The major choral work to be
presented by the 193-voices group
is uLaud to the Nativity" by
Ottorino Respighi.

~

An open forum on
contraception will be held
Wednesday December 1, at 8 p.m.
in the Union ballroom,
The forum is sponsored by the
Student Chapter of American
Pharmaceutical Association and
will feil ture Dr. D. Hurwitz,
Pharmacologist, College of
Pharmacy and Dr. E. Medfor,
M.D., from the Student Health
Center.

Wednesday, Daeember 1, 1971
CamPU!! Crusade for Christ: Union room
231A: 9-9 :30 a.m.
College Day Progl'llm; Union J:oom 230:
11 a.m.•l ~.m.
ClMsical Guitar Association: Unlpn
theater: 3-G p.m.
Modern & Classical Lnng\lllge$; Union
theater: 6·11 p.m.
Sllur&: Union room 253: 8 :ao-o :30 p.m.
Boycott Committee: Chicano Studies
Ctr.: 7:30 p.m.
ASUNM Court meets at 7:00 p.m. in
ASUNM offices.
:Mortar Board; Union room 231-P: 7:3010 J>,m,
MouiJtalneerlns: Club: Unipn J;oolll 231·
E: 7:30-10 p.m.
American Pbarmaceutical Association:
South Ballroom: 8·11 p.m.
Gay Liberation: Union room 231-C: 8·10
p.m.
Delta, Sigma Pi: Union room 230: 7: SOlO p.m.

FUN

Contraception Forum

'Personal Effectiveness'
A few vacanci~s atill exist foJ.'

a "personal effectiveness institute
s~;hedu)eed for l)ec. 3-5 by the
continuing education section of
the UNM medical school'a pay~
chiatry .department,

Art Show
An art show of work by stu~
dents in the UNM art :for Kids
and Youth Program will be held
Thursday (Dec. 9) :from 7 to 9
p.m. in thee UNM Art :mducation
building,

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
ond CLEANING
Coi11-op Dry-Cleaning

and Laundry
Counselor Always on Duty
.
2106 Central S.E.
. 247-0836

ATTENTfON: STUDENT$, FACULTY, and STAFF
Interested in Christmas Flights
There will be a representative from

FUN

OKIE'S

MONARCH TRAVEL AGENCY

lOc BEER
Evety Tue. 5-6 PM

To take Christmas reservations and
answer questions for A.S.U.N.M. Christmas groups

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

12:00-2:00-Main Floor-S,U.B.
Monday thru Friday, Nov. 29·Dec. 3

Central at University

FUN

FUN

r
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL

j '

And The Cultural Progratn Committee
Present

~~EXTRAORDINARILY FUNNY"
-Clive Barnes, N.Y. Times

"A GENUINELY BRILLIANT NEW PLAY.~' -Ric~~1~#~'
Barnes,
uEXTRAORDINARILYFUNNY! GO SEE IT." -Clive
N.Y. Times
"A LAUGH ORGY!"-Time Magazine
,.
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GORDON CROWE
presents
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STUBBY KAYE
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NEIL SIMON'S
NEW COMEDY SMASH

DIRECTED BY

JAMES BERNARDI
Sunday, December 5-8:15 p.m.

Expert Long dir Design
No Nets, Gels, ldquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment only

Adults $5.50, 5.00 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
UNM Students with activity cards 1j2 price
Telephone

255-0166
5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)
- · - " " " ' ..........- . . . . . . .
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GSA Budget

for Men

Rent before the
new semester.

SEEThe
Beautiful New
Apartments

l

CAMPUS BRKEF§

r

0

'

•

~

277-3121

Tickets now available; MY FAIR LADY AND PROMISES, PROMISES.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

